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Reanimation Library founder Andrew Beccone uses selected texts and
images to give voice to the library’s collection through performance.
Stamford, CT – An Incomplete Portrait of the Reanimation Library will feature
Reanimation Library founder, Andrew Beccone, performing a set of short
readings made up entirely of excerpts from the library’s holdings. The readings
are paired with projected images from Reanimation Library’s image archive.
Sequenced, unmediated fragments of found text and an accompanying stream of
decontextualized images will provide a personalized, fractured, and incomplete
portrait of the wide-ranging attitudes, ideologies, and visual systems contained
within the collection. This free, public performance is in the casual, intimate
environment of Franklin Street Works’ upstairs gallery, Thursday, May 30 from
6:30 – 8:00pm.
Beccone’s performance is one of eight exhibition programs Franklin Street Works
organized for the art space’s current group exhibition Strange Invitation, which
includes a Reanimation Library branch featuring dozens of locally sourced books
and artworks by Brooklyn based artist Pradeep Dalal. The performance takes
place in the Reanimation Library FSW branch (upstairs gallery) and lends a firsthand, experiential perspective on the library’s role as a generative source for
making new artworks from the collection.
According to Beccone, these performances provide a platform to focus on texts
found in the library’s collection, explaining, “I started doing readings from texts
found in the library because I've become increasingly interested in and engaged
with the language in the collection. A lot of the information in the library is very
dry, and unlikely to have ever been read aloud. Most of it was not intended to be,
but I have started unearthing small fragments - from a sentence to a few
paragraphs - that strike me as particularly unusual. The Incomplete Portrait is a
kind of way to let the library speak for itself.”
ABOUT THE REANIMATION LIBRARY:
The Reanimation Library is a small Independent Presence Library, meaning a
non-circulating collection that exists in the physical world. It is open to the public
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and is meant to inspire the production of new creative work. Reanimation Library
features a collection of books that have fallen out of routine circulation and are
acquired for their unique visual content. Outdated and discarded, they have been
culled from thrift stores, stoop sales, and throw-away piles to be given new life as
a resource for artists, writers, cultural archeologists, and other interested parties.
“I consider the library itself to be an ongoing collaborative artwork that is
activated by people who engage with and use it,” Andrew Beccone explains.
Since 2006, the library has been situated in Proteus Gowanus, an
interdisciplinary gallery and reading room in Brooklyn, NY. For more on
Reanimation Library http://www.reanimationlibrary.org/
ABOUT FRANKLIN STREET WORKS:
Franklin Street Works is a not-for-profit contemporary art space, café, and social
gathering place in Stamford, Connecticut. It produces original on-site and off-site
exhibitions, artist projects, and related programming. Located in renovated row
houses on Franklin Street, the twostory space includes three galleries
and a café. Franklin Street Works
embraces innovative art and exhibition
practices, a DIY attitude, and a
workshop approach to its
programming, audiences, and
organizational structure. The activities
and attitudes of the café reflect and
expand on the organization’s mission
as a contemporary art venue.
GETTING THERE:
Franklin Street Works is located at 41 Franklin Street in downtown Stamford,
Connecticut, near the UCONN campus and less than one hour from New York
City via Metro North. Franklin Street Works is approximately one mile (a 15
minute walk) from the Stamford train station. On street parking is available on
Franklin Street (metered until 6 pm except on Sunday), and paid parking is
available nearby in a lot on Franklin Street and in the Summer Street Garage
(100 Summer Street), behind Target.
The art space and café are open to the public on Wednesday, Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday: 12:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. with extended hours on Thursdays, 12:00
p.m. – 7:00 p.m. Franklin Street Works does not charge for admission during
regular gallery hours.
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